
It’s time to declare your independence. 
A clean and a�ordable energy supply for all is finally here. 

sonnen. Worldwide.

FACTS AND FIGURES

Global market leader for battery storage units

One of the fastest-growing technology companies 
in Germany

Over 100 specialist engineers in Europe and USA

Over 30,000 installed battery storage units around 
the world

Honoured by MIT as one of the 50 most innovative
companies in the world

Development & production for Europe is located in
Germany (Wildpoldsried)

Development & production for USA is located in 
Atlanta

Distribution through around 500 specialist partners 
worldwide

Provided people

Market share of battery storage 
systems worldwide.
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sonnen at a glance.
Who we are. Market leader for the 

energy storage systems.
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sonnenBatterie is in their eighth generation, each year improving the design and
e�ciency of the intelligent energy management system.

Timeline. Eight years of sonnen. 

sonnen. Product History. 

sonnen. Investors. sonnen. Awards.

The founders of sonnen and Thomas Pütter 
(former CEO and ex-chairman of Alianz Capital partners)

April 2017

1,000 Europe’s Fastest
Growing Companies.

January 2017

Global Cleantech 100
“Continued Excellence Award”.

January 2017

Zayed Future Energy Prize.

December 2016

German Sustainability
Award 2016.

November 2016

Focus Wachstums-Champion
2017.

November 2016

Deloitte Technology Fast 
50 Award 2016.

June 2016

50 Smartest Companies 
2016.

June 2016

WirtschafstWoche Top
Storage Battery 2016.

April 2016

Best of German Industry 
Award.
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sonnen is founded by
Christoph Ostermann
and Torsten Stiefenhofer

The first
sonnenBatterie is
released. It is the first
all-in-one lithium ion
system available on
the market.

The sonnenBatterie
becomes intelligent.
From now on, it o�ers
a range of smart-home 
features (control of 
electrical appliances, 
synchronisation of 
weather data, visualisation
of power consumption).

With eCapital, the first
investor declares its
support for sonnen,
which had previously
been funded entirely
by its two founders.

The sonnenBatterie
eco enters the market.
Cutting costs by 50%,
it marks the crossover
from the niche to the
mass market.

Tesla’s country
director in Germany,
Philipp Schröder,
moves to sonnen to
become Sales and
Marketing Director.

sonnen introduces the
sonnenCommunity,
the first community in
which people can
produce and store
their own electricity
and share it with 
others. This allows
them to become
completely independent
of conventional 
energy suppliers.

General Electric gets
on board with sonnen
through GE Ventures.

sonnen introduces the
free sonnen Flat tari�,
which allows 
sonnenBatterie 
owners to save all of
their electricity costs.
sonnen is therefore
responsible for putting
an end to electricity
costs entirely.

In October, sonnen
secures EUR 76
million of funding in
one of the largest
private investments in
a European technology
company in 2016.

sonnen introduces
sonnenFlat city. This
makes it the first
company ever to
provide a storage
battery that does not
require power to
actually be generated
in the home. With this
move, sonnen opens 
up the market to
apartment owners
and tenants.
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